Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, March 14th through Sunday, March 20th, 2022. Today's reading comes from my Summer Night Oracle Lenormand Deck.
Dune, Runes & Raven Moons 
Monday, March 14th-Book of Shadows crossed by The World with Pumpkin reversed at the root. Life choices, experiences, and skills are crossed by The World card, which is our perspectives and how we are affected by outside forces. With Pumpkin at the root, this indicates that we have come to some sort of education or understanding of benefit; This something is a concept that we can use that engages our interests along with satisfying our needs and is well-matched within our personal skillset. 
Tuesday, March 15th-Happy Birthday Ravynmoon! Today, Ravynmoon is 36 years old. Today's reading reveals the Death card reversed, crossed by The Moon with the Key card at the root. The Death card reversed indicates a stillness or stagnation. We may have been feeling a bit like we're on pause, and probably a whole lot bipolar. Things are moving very slowly and crossed by The Moon, indicating that during this time, the most powerful emotions and ideas within ourselves are being pulled up and out. The Key card suggests that we take a look at these feelings and thoughts because at least for the moment, there's something there that we may have overlooked.   
Wednesday, March 16th-Sun crossed by Decision with Black Philip at the root. The Sun card is a card of action, motivation, and personal energy. We need the sun to pull us out of our long cold winters. This reading, reveals itself as a "good day". Decisions on how to spend the day are many and varied. Black Philip at the root suggests using this time to have a little fun and blow off some steam.
Thursday, March 17th-Happy Snakes Day! Because fuck St. Patrick and the churches extermination of earth spirituality and practices. Grave crossed by Fear with Chair at the root. Grave is the card of passing. It is the things we have left behind and/or buried. Crossed by the Fear card, this indicates that again, we've slipped into the Old Chair of memories and nostalgia. It's easy to do yanno...that falling into grief of the old self, old ways, the lost or gone. As a  mid-lifer, the hormonal flux and the changes in my body are challenging enough. I've little to no headspace left for any more "challenges". Throw into the mix financial and mental health issues, not to mention crisis after crisis thrown into our laps...well, we all have PTSD. The Chair warns us against being too idle today. What we don't want to do today is focus on what's gone, what hurts, or what's bad. And we can't rely -or teach ourselves to rely- on others to satisfy our need to distract ourselves. We need to figure this one out on our own. Just remember the litany against fear from the book Dune: "I must not fear. Fear is the mind-killer. Fear is the little death that brings total obliteration. I will face my fear. I will permit it to pass over me and through me. And when it has gone past, I will turn the inner eye to see its path. Where the fear has gone there will be nothing. Only I will remain."
Friday, March 18th-Full Moon-The Raven Moon, and a full moon in Virgo...the moon that sees the new growth and the movements within the earth and begs a balance between the physical and emotional. Worms begin to churn the soil for the garden as the cold ground warms in the growing Spring sun. Protection crossed by Broom with Disruption at the root. Ing: The Protection card is that of the unborn, the seed, and periods of gestation. It is the fragile and developing that must be protected. Isa: the rune of stillness and Kenaz: the rune of direction, movement, and growth, combine in the Ing rune reminding us that was is frozen or still or small,  won't be that way forever.  Crossed by the Broom card with Disruption at the root, indicates that for some of us, whatever has been our chief worry or concern over the past lunar cycle, has caused a disruption in our lives that may have seeped down deep into the floorboards. We've swept, but the shit is just too deep for a simple sweep and mop. Metaphorically, I've personally pulled up the floorboards. Hell, I've basically dismantled the whole damn house looking to wash away this emotional and mental clutter or "disruption". Not that it hasn't been beneficial doing that much introversion and therapy because it has. Perhaps the disruption is a disruption of the way it's been. I can't say for sure whether it be a factor deep down that requires more identification, or that this disruption is something of an interruption in the old stinking thinking..trading it for something better. Whatever the case, we need to protect our vital essences and projects from energies or entities that may seek to do us harm. Yesterday's reading suggested that we need to work things out on our own. The need to rekindle a creative fire or interest seems to be indicated; especially considering the week started out with the Book of Shadows card. Perhaps a full raven moon working for tonight will reflect that situation, and shine a better light on it. Ravens are the messengers and walk between the world of the living and the world of the dead. Communication with our inner selves seems to be majikally and psychologically crucial here.   
Saturday, March 19th-Mao crossed by chance with Justice at the root. Mao cat is sensitive, agile, and doesn't miss a beat. Crossed by Chance, with Justice at the root, indicates that we must be our best cat-like selves and take action to get the results we feel we deserve or need. The Chance might be turning off the mind-racing and just getting the fuck out of the chair, even if our legs hurt. It might be saying yes to going out to lunch or coffee, instead of falling back on the habit of saying "no", just to feel safe. 
Sunday, March 20th-Drying Herbs crossed by Illumination with Grub-Grub reversed at the root. Welcome to Spring Equinox. All things in balance. The card of Drying Herbs reminds us that what we've learned is beneficial. We have been illuminated to some pretty interesting facts about ourselves and our world. There is also a suggestion that what we know or have learned has an entirely deeper context or at least -another way of being processed, understood, or made useful. With Grub-Grub in reverse, it seems that something is out of balance, and we have to look to our skills and knowledge and work with them in a new way to deal with whatever Grub-Grub is warning us about. Spring Equinox is always about new beginnings, balance, and projection. Be sure that what you're growing within yourself and your environment isn't toxic. 
Summary: This week challenges us to rise above our own self-made habits. Major influences are all around us this week, and we can either fall victim or prey to them, or use them to our own benefit. This reading calls us to remember what we desire, what we need, and what means the world to us. It challenges us to take action and to move more in the direction we want and need to -even if it's uncomfortable. The Full Raven Moon is a time to look deep into our dreams and subconscious, pulling up and out the keys that unlock the most desired treasures we seek. The Equinox calls us to motivate, mobilize and keep up the momentum...using what we have and are learning as a means to create what WE want, not what others want from us.  
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. The Dailies is a service of Ravynmoon.com to bring you experienced, practical, fun, and thought-provoking metaphysical content. For more information about me or the Veshigi tradition of Appalachian Hexerei, kindly visit Ravynmoon.com - where you'll find an ever-expanding catalog of classes, original spells, recipes, freebies, and other witchy goodies to assist you in enchanting your world. Tune in here every Sunday for more insights and weekly oracle forecasts and over at Ravynmoon.com for a text version of this reading to keep in your pocket to peek back on throughout the week. 
Have a great week everyone. 



